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The control over material properties attainable through molecular doping is essential to many technological applications of organic
semiconductors, such as OLED or thermoelectrics. These excitonic semiconductors typically reach the degenerate limit only at impu-
rity concentrations of 5-10%, a phenomenon that has been put in relation with the strong Coulomb binding between charge carriers
and ionized dopants, and whose comprehension remained elusive so far. This study proposes a general mechanism for the release
of carriers at finite doping in terms of collective screening phenomena. A multiscale model for the dielectric properties of doped or-
ganic semiconductor is set up by combining first principles and microelectrostatic calculations. Our results predict a large nonlinear
enhancement of the dielectric constant (ten-fold at 8% load) as the system approaches a dielectric instability (catastrophe) upon in-
creasing doping. This can be attributed to the presence of highly polarizable host-dopant complexes, plus a nontrivial leading con-
tribution from dipolar interactions in the disordered and heterogeneous system. The enhanced screening in the material drastically
reduces the (free) energy barriers for electron-hole separation, rationalizing the possibility for thermal charge release. The proposed
mechanism is consistent with conductivity data and sets the basis for achieving higher conductivities at lower doping loads.

1 Introduction

The ability to control the charge carrier density and transport levels is key to the success of semiconducting

technologies and organic semiconductors (OSCs) made of π-conjugated molecules or polymers make no

exception. Chemical doping by means of electron attracting or withdrawing impurity molecules emerged

as a successful approach that lies at the foundation of stable and efficient organic optoelectronic and

thermoelectric devices.[1, 2, 3, 4] While recent years have witnessed remarkable advances concerning the

chemistry[5, 6, 7] and the structural control[8, 9, 10, 11] of doped OSCs, the microscopic phenomena that

govern molecular doping remain to date unclear.

A central open question concerns the release of free doping-induced charge carriers in low-dielectric

constant organic materials. Experimental data for small-molecules and polymers show that a boost of the

electrical conductivity by orders of magnitude is typically achieved at doping loads of about 5-10%, i.e. at

concentrations that are orders of magnitude higher than in inorganic semiconductors.[12, 13, 14] Several

studies have shown that the conductivity follows a thermally activated behavior,[15, 16, 17, 18] and the

activation energy has been related to the Coulomb interaction between an ionized dopant and the charge

injected in the semiconductor.[18] Photoemission measurements [19] and theoretical calculations[20, 21, 22]

set this binding-energy in the 400-700 meV range in the low-doping regime, a value that is too large to

permit a significant release of free carriers at room temperature.

Experimental data for p and n-doped OSCs have shown a universal tendency for a conspicuous reduction

of the activation energy with dopant concentration.[18, 16, 17, 23] Besides, the conductivities of a set of

polymers heavily-doped by ion-exchange have been shown to be independent on the ion size,[24] which

is at odds with the interpretation of transport limited by Coulomb interactions. This set of evidences,

together with the high loads needed to boost conductivity, points to a collective depinning mechanism for

charge carriers taking place upon increasing doping concentration, beyond trap filling effects at ultralow

doping.[17, 25]
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Theoretical studies mostly focused on the infinite dilution limit, discussing single host-dopant com-

plexes with quantum or hybrid quantum/classical (QM/MM) methods.[26, 13, 19, 27, 22] Some of us

applied embedded many-body perturbation techniques and an essential-state model for charge transfer

(CT) degrees of freedom to the paradigmatic case of F4TCNQ-doped pentacene,[28, 12, 26] showing that

the full dopant ionization takes place at room-temperature thanks to the excitonic e-h interaction and

structural relaxation. That study predicted also the occurrence of very low-energy (down to 34 meV) CT

excitations in spite of acceptor levels being very deep in the host gap. Coming to transport, Kinetic Monte

Carlo simulations proved able to reproduce the doping-induced conductivity enhancements observed in

experiments.[29, 30, 31, 32] Those results have been interpreted in terms of the favorable effect of the

energetic disorder sourced from the Coulomb field of doping-induced charges, assisting charge carriers’

release through the formation of energetically favorable pathways.[33]

In this article, we investigate the effect of collective screening phenomena on the release of doping-

induced charges. Following a multiscale approach, we first evaluate ab initio the polarizability associated

with low-energy CT degrees of freedom in host-dopant complexes, showing that this contribution is as large

as ten times that of a single molecule, regardless of the fractional or integer CT nature of the complex

ground state. This information is then used to build a microscopic model for doped OSCs that allows

us to obtain the dielectric properties of doped OSCs as a function of the impurity concentration. Our

calculations reveal a large enhancement of the relative permittivity εr = ε/ε0 upon doping, with an order

of magnitude increase at 8% concentration, which implies a drastic suppression of Coulomb energy barriers

for the release of free charge carriers. The origin of this enhancement is rooted in the collective response

of highly-polarizable host-dopant complexes dopants in a disordered system, whose susceptibility increases

upon doping and diverges at the approach of the dielectric catastrophe.

2 Results

Our analysis starts from first-principles calculations of the polarizability of host-dopant complexes and

considers the paradigmatic case of a F4TCNQ impurity in the pentacene crystal, see Fig. 1a. This system

is described with hybrid quantum/classical (QM/MM) calculations, where we treat the complex composed

by the dopant and its first shell of six pentacene neighbors at the density functional theory (DFT) level.

Considering the primary importance of a correct description of excitation energies for polarizabilites,

and the strong variability of energy levels with DFT functionals, our calculations employed a hybrid

functional tuned to reproduce the gap obtained from accurate embedded GW calculations (see Methods

and Supporting Information).[20] The surrounding crystalline environment is described by an atomistic

polarizable model.[34, 35]

Our results in Table 1 reveal that the polarizability of a host-dopant complex in the gas-phase is signif-

icantly larger than the sum of the molecular polarizabilities, testifying a contribution from intermolecular

CT interactions. Moreover, the polarizability of the complex roughly doubles when accounting for the MM

environment, an observation that can be equivalently explained in terms of the screening of the dipolar

field generated by the induced charge density (∆n, shown in Figure 1a), or as a result of the stabilization

of CT excitations by the polarizable environment. The full QM/MM polarizability of the host-dopant

complex, αcpx = 804 Å3, accounts for both an intramolecular an intermolecular CT contribution. Upon
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Figure 1: Illustration of the proposed multiscale approach to the dielectric properties of doped organic semiconductors. (a)
QM/MM calculation of a F4TCNQ-pentacene complex (QM region) in the host pentacene crystal (MM, cyan wireframe
representation). The red/blue surface depicts the electron density induced by an electric field, ∆n(F ext) = n(F ext) − n(0),
with isocontour drawn at negative/positive value. The large polarizability of the complex is determined by such a displacement
of the electron density within the QM region. Sketch of the dipoles induced in a doped semiconductor (ρ = 8%) (b) by a
homogeneous field and (c) by a point charge. Host and dopant molecules are shown as circles and triangles, respectively, the
induced dipoles of host-dopant complexes are drawn in red. The dipoles of host and dopant sites are not in scale.

System Method α (Å3)
Pentacene DFT gas 47
F4TCNQ DFT gas 33
F4TCNQ-pentacene DFT gas 418
F4TCNQ-pentacene DFT/MM 804
F4TCNQ-pentacene, CT DFT/MM 534
F4TCNQ-pentacene, CT CT model 357

Table 1: Polarizability of pentacene and F4TCNQ molecules and their complex shown in Figure 1a, calculated at DFT level in
the gas and in the solid state (QM/MM embedding). The last two lines report the polarizability associated to intermolecular
CT degrees of freedom, calculated at QM/MM level and with a generalized Mulliken model for intermolecular CT. Reported
polarizabilities correspond to the average of the tensor components in the pentacene crystal’s ab plane, see Figure 1a. Note
that the CT polarizability of the pentacene-F4TCNQ is one order of magnitude larger than that of a single molecule.

dissecting the two terms by means of an approximate subtractive scheme, we have been able to quantify a

leading CT contribution αCT = 534 Å3, which is above ten times that of a single pentacene molecule. Full

detail on polarizability calculations are provided as SI.

Such a remarkably large value compares well with the estimate from a simpler Mulliken model for in-

termolecular CT (see Table 1), which has been carefully parameterized for F4TCNQ-doped pentacene and

validated against embedded Bethe-Salpeter Equation calculations.[20] As shown in detail in the SI, model

calculations allowed us to extend and generalize our first-principles findings to other systems, including a

realistic amorphous sample of F6TCNNQ-doped NPB.[21] The CT polarizabilities of complexes extracted

from this amorphous system present an order of magnitude variability, with average of 577 Å3 and values

as large as 1000 Å3. Finally, in order to establish our findings on very general grounds, we have performed

Mulliken model calculations spanning the set of microscopic parameters (i.e. gap, CT integrals and ener-

getic disorder) relevant to doped OSCs. This analysis allowed us to conclude that host-dopant complexes

featuring both a fractional and an integer CT in the ground state are intrinsically highly polarizable (see

SI Figures S3 and S4). Indeed, in these two scenarios which have been documented in experiments,[13]

the excitation spectrum of host-dopant complexes is characterized by the presence of dipole-allowed CT
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transitions at very low energy that largely contribute to the polarizability.

Having characterized the polarizabilities associated with host-dopant complexes, we are in a position

to set up a model for the dielectric properties of OSCs at finite doping load. As a first step towards

a more realistic description, we describe this heterogeneous dielectric medium with an induced-dipole

scheme on a face-centered cubic (FCC) lattice, whose sites represent either a host molecule or a host-

dopant complex, see Fig. 1b,c. Dopants are randomly distributed over the lattice and a polarizability

αCT = 500 Å3 is assigned to these sites. The polarizability of host sites is set to αhost = 50 Å3, which

corresponds to that of a pentacene molecule. This, for the lattice constant of 12.26 Å used throughout

this work, corresponds to a dielectric constant of εr = 3.5 for the pristine host, according to the standard

Clausius-Mossotti relation. We note that while the dielectric properties and the related dipole-field sums

have been extensively investigated in high-symmetry lattices of equivalent sites,[36, 37, 38, 39] to the best

of our knowledge, the effect of disorder and inhomogeneity remains completely unexplored to date.

Following the common treatments of dipolar linear response, the dipoles induced in the system by the

electric field of permanent sources F0 (e.g. an external field or a point charge inside the material) can be

obtained by solving the linear system

Hµ = F0 (1)

where µ and F0 are vectors of the Cartesian components of induced dipoles and permanent fields at the

lattice sites. The Hessian matrix H consists of the second derivatives of the system’s energy with respect

to the interacting dipoles, accounting for site polarizability and dipole-dipole interactions. The advantage

of this approach consists in the possibility to describe with numerically exact calculations inhomogeneous

systems of thousands of molecular sites, possibly accounting for periodic boundary conditions: as a result,

the present method allows to span the interval of doping loads of relevance for experiments.

A first insight on the effect of the increasing dopant density, ρ, can be obtained from the spectrum of the

Hessian matrix of an extended system. The Hessian eigenvalues λ quantify the stiffness of the collective

polarization modes of the system of interacting polarizabilities, i.e. their inverse, λ−1, is proportional to

the polarizability associated to each normal mode. In particular, vanishing positive Hessian eigenvalues

determine a finite polarization even in the presence of a tiny perturbation, while modes characterized by

λ < 0 are unstable, i.e. develop a spontaneous polarization even in the absence of an electric field.

The distribution of λ values at different doping loads is shown in Figure 2, where the vertical lines mark

α−1host and α−1CT, i.e. the stiffness of non-interacting host and dopant sites, respectively. A sizable eigenvalue

dispersion due to inter-site interactions is obtained already in the pristine system, ρ=0%. This distribution

is bimodal, with a peak at 13·10−3 Å−3 (transverse polarization modes branch), and a much broader feature

centered around 30 · 10−3 Å−3 (longitudinal modes). Upon increasing doping, the shape of the distribution

barely changes in the region corresponding to the host sites (λ > 10 · 10−3 Å−3). On the other hand, new

peaks resulting from highly polarizable host-dopant complexes appear around α−1CT (dashed vertical line).

These peaks grow in intensity and significantly broaden with increasing concentration as a result of the

interaction between complexes. Most interestingly, the low-λ tail of the distribution approaches zero upon

increasing ρ, with 1.6% of the modes associated to host-dopant complexes becoming unstable (λ < 0) at

8% doping. This softening of the collective polarization modes with doping signals an enhancement of the

susceptibility as the system moves toward a dielectric catastrophe.[40]

We next turn our attention to the bulk dielectric constant, that we compute by generalizing the approach
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Figure 2: Distributions of the Hessian matrix eigenvalues, measuring the stiffness of the collective polarization modes in a
doped OSC, for increasing impurity concentration ρ. Results obtained with an induced-dipole model on a lattice, with site
polarizabilities corresponding to the typical values for doped OSCs, e.g. pentacene-F4TCNQ (see Table 1). The vertical
lines mark the inverse polarizabilities of non-interacting host molecules and host-dopant complexes. The distributions are
characterized by two main features associated to the modes of host sites (λ > 10 · 10−3 Å−3) and to complexes (λ <
4 · 10−3 Å−3). The latter features an increasing dispersion with ρ, with the low-λ tail of the distribution approaching, and
eventually surpassing, zero. This interaction-driven softening results is an enhanced susceptibility to perturbations. The
y-scale axis in the left panel has been magnified for better visualization.

described in Refs. [41, 42] to large inhomogeneous systems. As sketched in Figure 1b, we determine the

polarization P induced by a homogeneous electric field F0 = Fext applied along the three Cartesian

directions. The dielectric tensor is then obtained upon applying the appropriate depolarization correction

as

εr = 1 + (1− ζ/3)−1 · ζ, (2)

where ζ is the susceptibility to the external field, i.e. P = ε0ζFext. Because the response of the system

averaged over the realizations of the dopants’ positional disorder is isotropic, in the following we will only

report the scalar dielectric constant.

Our calculations predict a divergent behavior of the dielectric constant, leading to a large non-linear

enhancement as function of the doping load, shown by the black dots in Figure 3. This amounts to a

four (ten) fold increase of εr at 6% (8%) doping with respect to the pristine OSC, which can have a

dramatic effect on the release of Coulombically bound charges, as discussed later. We emphasize that such

a striking increase of εr occurs at the typical concentrations leading to a boost in the measured electrical

conductivity.[1, 3, 2]

The enhancement in the dielectric constant can be rationalized by looking at the polarization response

to the external field, ζ. The distributions of ζ values obtained upon sampling the dopants’ positional

disorder are shown as an inset in Fig. 3. These distributions are symmetric, nicely approximated by

Gaussians (black dotted lines) up to ρ = 8%, and develop some skewness at larger doping, i.e. when the
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dielectric becomes more and more unstable. According to Eq. 2, the dielectric constant diverges (dielectric

catastrophe) at ζ = 3 (horizontal dashed line). This determines a remarkable, non-linear amplification

of εr upon approaching the singularity from ζ < 3, and negative values afterwards, the latter marking

the instability. This explains the histogram distributions of εr, shown in the main panel of Figure 3,

which shift to higher values, broaden and become more and more skewed upon approaching the dielectric

catastrophe by increasing ρ. This behaviour is captured to a good approximation by evaluating analytically

the distribution of εr(ζ) (dashed lines, main panel) via Eq. 2, using the Gaussian fits of the ζ distributions.
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Figure 3: Enhancement of the bulk dielectric constant of a doped organic semiconductor with the impurity concentration ρ.
Results obtained with an induced-dipole model on a lattice, with site polarizabilities corresponding to the typical values for
doped OSCs, e.g. pentacene-F4TCNQ (see Table 1). The main panel shows the distribution (histograms) and harmonic mean
(dots) of εr obtained upon sampling over dopants positional disorder. The full line corresponds to the dielectric constant
obtained for an effective homogeneous medium with mean site polarizability αavg(ρ), see text. The inset shows the dependence
of the external-field susceptibility ζ on doping, displaying numerical results for the inhomogeneous lattice (distributions and
their Gaussian fits as dashed lines) and ζ(ρ) for an effective homogeneous medium (full line). The Gaussian fits are then
analytically transformed into distributions for εr, shown as dashed lines in the main panel. The right-hand panel illustrates
the system behavior at the dielectric catastrophe, note the different scale on the ordinate.

The picture that emerges from our results is that two phenomena cooperate in determining the boost of

the dielectric constant with ρ. The first one is the straightforward effect of increasing the concentration of

highly polarizable host-dopant complexes. This effect can be captured by considering an effective medium

with average site polarizability αavg(ρ) = (1 − ρ)αhost + ραCT. This effective medium approximation,

shown as a solid line in Figure 3, only accounts for 26% of the doping-induced enhancement of εr(ρ = 8%)

(dots). The remaining, dominant, contribution originates from cooperative dipolar interactions taking

place in the disordered lattice, which result in microscopic dipole fields that are strongly polarizing (i.e.

enhancing the external field) at highly-polarizable dopant sites (see SI, Figure S3). As a result, the

external-field susceptibility ζ presents a faster increase with doping in the inhomogeneous than in the
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effective homogeneous medium (inset of Figure 3, full line), attaining the divergence at a lower doping.

This marks a crucial qualitative difference between a homogeneous dielectric, which obeys the Clausius-

Mossotti equation, and an intrinsically chemically inhomogeneous disordered medium, such as a doped

OSC.

Finally, we discuss the energetics of charge dissociation in the presence of the enhanced dielectric screen-

ing sourced from highly-polarizable host-dopant complexes. To such an aim, we calculate the collective

response to the field of a point-charge F0 = Fq (see Figure 1c), which gives us access to charge separation

energy profiles as a function of the electron-hole distance reh, shown in panels a-c of Figure 4. In the

infinite dilution limit (ρ = 0, panel a), except for small oscillations at short distance, the energy profile

(dots) has the form of a Coulomb potential, screened by the bulk εr = 3.5 (full line), similar to analogous

atomistic results.[20] The energy barrier to free charges sitting on nearest-neighbour molecules (Eb in Fig-

ure 4a-c) amounts to 0.5 eV, consistent with first-principles calculations [20, 19] and conductivity data at

low doping.[18]

The situation radically changes at finite dopants concentration. First, the screening provided by host-

dopant complexes determines a sizable suppression of the average charge-separation energy barrier, reduc-

ing to 0.29 and 0.15 eV at 4 and 8% doping, respectively. We anticipate that this large screening effect

provides a decisive contribution to the charge release mechanism explained below. Second, our calculations

provide insights into the effects of the inhomogeneity of the medium. This determines a substantial spread

in the energy profile for charge separation (gray shaded areas in Figure 4b,c), with important local devia-

tions from the screened Coulomb potential with bulk εr, which is recovered only at large reh. The spatial

inhomogeneity of the system can be best appreciated from the fluctuations of the non-local microscopic

dielectric constants εr(r, r
′), shown in the insets. These fluctuations, which would be missed by reasoning

only in terms of the bulk εr, may determine pathways for charge separation that are energetically more

favorable than the average one.

In order to ultimately address the question of charge carriers release at room temperature, we now assess

the free energy profile for charge separation, shown in Figure 4d-f. The free energy accounts for the entropy

contribution resulting from the radial density of microstates, increasing as r2eh in three dimensions.[43] The

entropy variation always assists charge separation, leading to a further decrease of the free-energy barrier

(Fb in Figure 4d-f), which reduces to 0.17 and 0.13 eV at 4 and 8% doping, rationalizing the possibility

for the thermal release of free carriers at the impurity concentrations that actually correspond to the

conductivity boosts seen in experiments.

3 Discussion and Conclusion

We have proposed a model description of collective screening phenomena in doped organic semiconduc-

tors and their implications on the release of Coulombically bound charges introduced upon doping. Our

treatment based on local polarizabilities associated to highly-polarizable host-dopant complexes and host

molecules, which strictly holds upon approaching conducting states from the insulating side (i.e. for bound

charges), predicts a factor ten increase of the bulk dielectric constant at doping loads of 8% and very large

fluctuations at the microscopic scale. This enhanced screening, together with entropic effects, drastically

reduces the Coulomb barrier for charge separation, providing a mechanistic explanation for the impurity
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Figure 4: Energy and free-energy profiles for charge separation, showing the large reduction of the barrier for free carrier
release (Eb and Fb) upon increasing the doping load, as a result of dielectric screening and entropy. (a-c) Energy profiles,
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concentration dependence of the activation energies extracted from conductivity data.[18]

Divergent dielectric responses are de facto expected in conducting states and arguments similar to ours,

i.e. linking the polarizability of hydrogen-like impurities to εr, have been proposed for doped silicon.[44,

45, 46] We remark that the microscopic treatment proposed herein goes far beyond early works based on

local-field corrections,[44, 45] as it is able to capture the major role played by inhomogeneity and disorder

at the molecular scale.

The present analysis builds a fresh picture of the doping-induced insulator-to-conductor transition in

terms of an incipient dielectric catastrophe, that is broadly consistent with available experimental data

for organic semiconductors, including the 5-10% loads needed to boost conductivity.[1, 3, 2] Our findings

also agree with the conductivity enhancements upon doping observed in earlier studies based on kinetic

Monte Carlo simulations [29, 30, 32], yet providing additional microscopic insights on the charge release

mechanism. In fact, our analysis indicate that the fundamental cause of the phenomenon lies in many-body

screening phenomena, rather that in the direct effect of the energetic disorder sourced from the dipolar fields

of host-dopant complexes, as it was previously assumed. Interestingly, the screening effects revealed here

are in principle also captured in kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, where they could be specifically accessed

by evaluating the space and time correlations of particles trajectories and of the electric polarization,

which have not been reported to date. In the prevailing view, charge release is considered the result of the

formation of energetically favorable pathways in the rough electrostatic field of many ionized host-dopant

complexes.[33, 29, 18] In a strongly interacting environment such as the doped systems studied here, the

formation of such energetically favorable pathways can only occur if the Coulomb binding of a probe

electron-hole pair is counteracted by the electrical potentials of the other moving charges. The charge

rearrangements that make this possible are, in essence, the collective screening processes studied here.

We are confident this work will stimulate experimental studies targeting the observation of low-energy

electronic excitations responsible for the large polarizability of host-dopant complexes, as well as the direct

measurement of dielectric constant of doped organic semiconductors. A thorough understanding and

management of the dielectric properties of doped organic semiconductors represents a promising gateway

to the achievement of higher conductivities at lower doping concentration.

4 Methods

QM/MM calculations were performed at the DFT PBEh(aHFX=0.4)/cc-pVTZ level with the atomistic po-

larizable embedding scheme described in Ref. [34]. The DFT/MM polarizability is calculated as numerical

derivatives of the QM-region dipole induced by an electric field, accounting for the effect of the polarizable

MM environment. QM/MM calculations have been performed with the ORCA v4.2 and MESCal[35] codes.

The induced-dipole model for doped OSCs considered a FCC lattice, with dopants randomly distributed

over sites with the constraint of not having first and second nearest neighbor impurities. Results have

been obtained upon sampling over 1000 random realizations of the distribution of dopants over lattice

sites (dopants’ positional disorder). The latter actually bear the polarizability of the host-dopant CT

complex, hence the interaction between its polarizability and that of the first host neighbors has been

neglected. The linear system in Eq. 1 has been solved by full diagonalization or by matrix inversion

(Cholesky factorization). Bulk dielectric constant calculations were performed accounting for periodic
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boundary conditions in three dimensions. Charge-separation radial energy profiles have been calculated

by placing a source charge at r′, and computing the energy of a probe charge E(r) = eW (r, r′), where

W is the electrostatic potential screened by induced dipoles. These calculations have been performed in

open-boundary conditions, carefully extrapolating W in the infinite system limit. The nonlocal dielectric

constant is obtained as εr(r, r
′) = v(r, r′)/W (r, r′), where v(r, r′) = |r−r′|−1 is the bare Coulomb potential.

Additional computational details are provided as Supporting Information.
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